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Sifting three stories to a trellised roof, the Eckburg Atrium is highlighted by the Gutstein reception area and the dramatic Cay Grand Staircase.

Telfair Museum Store
This elegant retail space features the latest in fine merchandise, gifts, and unique artisan items.

Telfair Café
Enjoy a light breakfast, lunch, or afternoon tea in casual, artful surroundings.

Neises Auditorium
Outfitted with state-of-the-art audiovisual equipment, the Neises Auditorium hosts lectures, musical performances, cultural programs, films, and more.

ArtZeum Gallery
This two-level hands-on gallery presents custom-designed interactive exhibits on art and architecture for guests of all ages.

Telfair Academy Guild (TAG) Gallery
Focusing on the relationship between art and technology, this gallery presents changing installations of computer and video artworks.

Melaver and Lane Education Studios
These fully-equipped art studios provide work space for thousands of adults and children participating in the museum’s wide variety of educational programs.

Morrison Community Gallery
The Morrison Community Gallery features artwork created in the museum’s education programs.
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Steward Galleries, Kane Gallery, Levitt Gallery,
Varnedoe Gallery, and Lewis Gallery
These dramatic and spacious galleries host permanent collection and traveling exhibitions of 20th- and 21st-century art in a variety of media.

Moore Sculpture Terrace and North Sculpture Terrace
Providing stunning vistas of historic Savannah, these outdoor sculpture terraces serve as inviting spaces for reflection or artistic contemplation.
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Telfair’s Jepson Center for the Arts
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Telfair’s Jepson Center for the Arts